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as we have already mentioned, spotify
is one of the most popular streaming

applications. its interface is simple, but
does include some other notable

features like the ability to import tracks
from other digital music catalogs.

spotify has a free tier for those who
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dont want to pay anything. the service
charges $9.99 per month after the first
month for the basic plan (which gives
you access to offline playback and ad-
free listening). spotify has a free tier

that comes with some restrictions. you
cant download your music for offline
listening and ad-free playback isn’t
free. the only other option is the ad-

free plan which costs $9.99 per month.
spotify also has a premium service that
costs between $14.99 - $44. however,

it comes with more features, like offline
playback and the ability to skip songs.
while apple music touts a collection of

over 80 million songs, the platform
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only has about 40,000 new songs
added daily. while the app has an

extensive library of music, the app for
apple music is a bit cumbersome. you

have to either either buy songs through
the app or add them to your itunes
library then download them into the

app. what many people don't realize is
that spotify is not the only streaming
service. there are a handful of other

online music streaming services, such
as rdio and google play music. of

course, these streaming services come
with their own pros and cons, but they

are a viable option for anyone who
can't get their hands on the free apple
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music subscription. 56,983 artists,
9,625,000 releases & 7,749,000 songs:

us's release total is far less than
brazil's, but the us has an amazing

51,928 artists, which is a much better
ratio than brazil's.
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